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We believe weddings are about connection,
emotion and celebration.

Our job is to capture the connections between
you, your partner.
Our job is to capture the emotions and joy
shared by your families.
Our job is to capture the excitement and
celebration shared by you and every single person
in that room that loves and cares for you.
We shoot weddings for those who believe that
the people present are what makes the wedding
day truly magnificent.
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Who are Our
Clients?
Working with a photographer that you feel a connection with is more
important than any package of price.
What's just as important, though, is that the connection is reciprocal.
Working with a photographer on your wedding day means being with
someone whose vision, approach and dynamic you trust.
Our clients are people who value connections; they are folks who love
to reminisce over a glass or wine and who proudly display photos
because those moments in life are truly meaningful to them.
Our clients are people who are looking forward to a wedding not for
the fancy centerpieces or place settings, but for the priviledge of being
able to celebrate with their closest family and friends.
Our clients are people who want to truly be present in their own
wedding day; who care just as much about making the memories as
they do reliving them through photos afterwards.
Our clients are awesome!

Why does experience matter?
Because if (or when) the you-know-what hits the fan on the
wedding day, you need a photographer who can roll with
the punches, overcome the obstacles and provide you with
amazing images that make you forget anything stressful
ever happened. This can’t be learned any workshop or from
any conference. You can only do this after years of
experience.

Hi, I'm Erika.
LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER / OWNER
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I’m the kind of person who will approach every situation with the fierce intensity and
passion for the story that will be told. I value education but more importantly, I value
the educated decisions my clients make. I will provide you the tools to help make the
most of your wedding day story, but I will never force you to follow them or try to
put you into a mould - every story it unique. I believe that an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure. This is why I put as much energy in behind the scenes as I do
when I have my camera in my hands. Backup gear of all sorts, regular calibrations,
consistent upgrades and insurances - these are all value that I, and the whole team,
bring to every event. Going into every event over-prepared means that we can roll
with the punches and still make beautiful images amongst both beauty and beautiful
chaos.
I’m an extrovert; I build energy from those around me. This is always usefu on the
dancefloor! In the quieter moments or in the moments where the self-declared
“Awkward” people need some guidance, I bring humour and welcoming connections
and if you’re a cat-person, I’ll be throwing in stories about how my cat and I ended up
in a Netflix documentary.
I hate the whole “doin’ it for the ‘gram” culture of fake authenticity and people that
write ‘about me’ sections filled with nothing but quirks and reaons why they either
love or hate Kombucha. That’s why it’s so hard to say “photography feeds my soul”
without rolling my eyes into the back of my head., but I do truly love what I do and it
makes me feel amazing to get to work with awesome people every week.
I photograph weddings because life has taught me that photographs are the only way
to make sure that your memories truly live forever, and this is something I want to
provide my clients with.
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"
Erika is
amazing!

She made an extremely awkward couple feel
completely natural and comfortable being
photographed.
Our photos turned out amazing.
I would recommend her to anyone, she’s worth
every penny.

-Ashley V.
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Hi, I'm Sarah.
LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER
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I’m a strong person but one who also feels deeply. I’m always there to
keep the day moving smoothly and I”m present for the emotional
moments that I capture with as much pride and sentiment as if it were
my own family. I’m there for my clients from the moment they say “hello”
and often never have to say goodbye because they’re still in my life as
friends.
I’m neither an extrovert or an introvert - I’m resilient and have a keen
understanding and appreciation for all the different stories that I
capture. My preference is to be light hearted and silly but adaptable to
more formal situations. I love the outdoors and any situation that can
give me the opportunity to explore - outdoor weddings are some of my
faves.
I love weddings because of the technical challenge. I’ve been capturing
weddings for more than 6 years and it all began when I graduated from
OCAD with a degree in fine art photography. Whether it’s a ballroom, a
cozy cabin or outdoors at night - I can pull skills and techniques from my
background to make sure that you get amazing images of these special,
non-repeatable moments.
I appreciate all the elements of a wedding day; the real connections, the
family and the joy. I also appreciate the attention that goes into the
planning and the little details of the day, too. I capture it all because you
took the time to plan it all.
I photograph weddings because the connection I get to make with people
is extremely fulfilling and I return that energy back into my craft for my
clients.
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So genuine!

We absolutely loved our experience with Ten 2 Ten
Photography and working with Sarah!
The whole team is very professional, creative, and
prompt in their responses and emails.
We were shocked to have our photos back so quickly
after the wedding, and are still so in love with all of the
images. Sarah really captured who we really are
as a couple.

-Maddy F.

The Best Advice you'll
Ever Get

if I could tell you only one thing
about your wedding
If something is really important to you, you must make the proper
amount of time for it and plan for it with purpose because your photos
will be a reflection of what you planned and where you placed your
priorities.

Wedding planning is a long process; you have an initial vision and it
eventually evolves.
It evolves for a few reasons; you may see new and exciting things that
inspire you, trends may change or family may make certain requests.
Evolution can be a great thing it can help create a truly personalized and
unique day that is very specific to your vision. Evolution can also cause a
wedding day to end up being something totally different than you
initially envisioned...
...and not in a good way!

The Best Advice you'll Ever Get

With every wedding comes a delicate balance between what you, as a couple,
wants and what family members may want or expect. When we're specifically
talking about wedding photos, though, there’s something you need to know: As
documentary style photographers; we go with the flow!
The best part of the job is seeing how every different family chooses to
celebrate a wedding day.
Wedding photographers go with the flow; we vibe with the emotions that are
happening and we never interrupt moments, ask for repeats or try to
manipulate what's happening naturally. We CAPTURE the memories you're
making; we don't make them for you.
SO WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?

This means that if family photos are the most important part of the day
for you, you must ensure that we have enough time, a versatile location
that is weather proof and that all your family knows to be present.
This means that if reception details are important to you, not only does
your venue need to be aware that setup must be completed well in advance
of the doors opening, but you must schedule time for your photographer to
be there to shoot the details.
This means that if super chill and relaxed candid photos with your friends
and family are what you want, make sure that you schedule your day in
relaxed and super chill so that these people are naturally around you
during the day and not off taking care of details in another room or
making last minute calls and texts.
So while you’re planning your wedding day, keep asking yourself: “In terms of
my my memories and my photos, what’s REALLY important to me?” and make
sure that you plan for that with purpose. This will help you create a cohesive
wedding day vision that is true to what your core desires are.

Wedding Collections

Heirloom

Coverage by 1 photographer
Getting ready coverage starting 1 hour
before you head to your ceremony/first look,
with a stop to cover your soon-to-be-spouse.
Then we stay all the way until up until 30
minutes after the dance floor opens.
Digital download of edited high resolution
images
Personal print release
Online gallery for 1 full year
Access to our pro lab for your personal
printing
1 20-page Heirloom album
Includes complimentary calligraphy
embossing
Digital download of high res engagement
photos + print release
Professional wedding day timeline help
One hour engagement session with edited,
high res photos

$4500

Full Story

Coverage by 1 photographer
Getting ready coverage starting 1 hour
before you head to your ceremony/first look,
with a stop to cover your soon-to-be-spouse.
Then we stay all the way until up until 30
minutes after the dance floor opens.
Digital download of edited high resolution
images
Personal print release
Online gallery for 60 days
Access to our pro lab for your personal
printing
Digital download of high res engagement
photos + print release
Professional wedding day timeline help
One hour engagement session with edited,
high res photos

$3600

Eight is Great
Coverage by 1 photographer for 8-hours of
continuous coverage on the day of the event
Digital download of edited high resolution
images
Personal print release
Online gallery for 30 days
Access to our pro lab for your personal
printing
Digital download of high res engagement
photos + print release
Professional wedding day timeline help
One hour engagement session with edited,
high res photos

$2900

Intimate Weddings
+ Elopements
Not all weddings are big affairs that take the the entirety of a day to
celebrate. More and more couples are opting for either an elopement or
smaller, more intimate weddings.
We offer intimate wedding + elopement coverage for those
seeking a beautifully and naturally documented story of their elopement or
intimate celebration.
These rates are capped at a maximum of 6 hours.
This price includes our artistic coverage and a digital gallery of high
resolution images with a personal print release. A password protected
online gallery and ability to order directly from our pro lab for any of your
printing needs. Travel included is within 50km of Scarborough when
booking with Erika or 50km from Guelph for Sarah.
Intimate weddings are generally considered to be ~50 people or less, and like
elopements, are booked on a relatively short notice compared to traditional
weddings.
Elopements typically are week day weddings with only a
small handful of people; typically less than 12.
Like everything in life, though, there are some exceptions and we always look at
everything on a case-by-case basis - so chat with us and we’ll make sure we create
the best experience for you!

$475
per hour

+

Photobooth Collections

Hourly
Touchless experience
Unlimited captures
Beauty-lighting
Photo + Boomerang
Professional attendant

Hourly

Touchless experience
Unlimited captures
Beauty-lighting
Photo + Boomerang
Physical props
Background of your choice

Full Party

No need to count the hours; we're there for
the whole experience!
From the start of your reception until last
call, we'll be there and ready for your guests
the whole time.
Includes everything from the Hourly+
package at a flat rate

Includes set-up 1 hour before the start of the
event and tear down upon the end of
coverage.

Includes set-up 1 hour before the start of the
event and tear down upon the end of
coverage.

$175

$225

per hour

per hour

$895

Make it Bougie
Want to get a little bougie with your booth?
Customize your experience!

Quote + Photo
about
Photobooth

Animated Overlays // $60
Custom Statis Overlays // $50
Virtual Props // $70
Greenscreen // $90
Extra Attendant // $50 per hr
Looking for even more customization? There are so
many more options and we'll happily provide you with
a custom quote!

Boxwood
Balloons + Arches
Floral Wall
Custom Props

The Bells & Whistles
2nd Shooter // $600
A second professional photographer; present
for the same amount of time as the primary;
their job is to have a camera in their hands
all day (this is not an assistant role)

Proof Book // $400
Coil bound proof album; containing all of your
wedding day images in chronological order with
custom cover image.

Highlight Show // $100

Front of Line // $900
Guaranteed 1-week turnaround; front of the
line service for image processing and digital
delivery.

Couples Album // $1,400
20 page heirloom quality album; giclée
printing and hand bound. Custom design,
personalized proofing and expandable up to
60 pages. Starting at $1,300

Engagement // $650

Custom 60-second slideshow set to music
featuring the highlights of your day;
formatted for social sharing.

Looking for just engagement photos? Our
intimate a la carte engagement sessions are 2hours in length and include all your
beautifully edited high resolution photos.

Feature Show // $175

Archiving // $275

Feature length slideshow of all your wedding
day images, in chronological order. Set to
music. Formatted for screen viewing..

Safe and secure digital archiving for your
images; off-site storage with multiple backups
and print lab access 24/7. $275 per year.

STEP 1
Connect with us!
Send an email to
info@ten2tenphotography.com
to get started.

Virtually meet with us!
We always do consults; not as a way
to try to push sales (hello, creepy
car salesman, much?) but to make
sure we're a good fit for each other.

STEP 3
Get it in writing!
If we're a good fit, we'll send you a
proposal with package options and
a contract. Once it's (electronically)
signed and your deposit is paid,
we're official!

Ready to make this official?

STEP 2

Let's Do This

